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Abstract
We describe an algorithm to generate a manifold mesh
from an octree while preserving surface features. The
algorithm requires samples of a surface (coordinates)
on the octree edges, along with the surface normals at
those coordinates. The distinct features of the algo-
rithm are:
• the output mesh is manifold,
• the resolution of the output mesh can be adjusted
over the space with octree subdivision, and
• surface features are generally preserved.
A mesh generation algorithm with this combination of
advantages has not been presented before.
1 Introduction
Recent advances in feature sensitive mesh generation
allow reproduction of sharp features without signifi-
cant increase in polygon complexity (e.g. [KBSS01] and
[JLSW02]). Meshes built as isosurfaces of a volumet-
ric scalar field tend to lose high frequency information.
Using a finer resolution grid is not a very effective so-
lution. Feature sensitive methods tend to reproduce
sharp features by preserving exact zero crossing coor-
dinates and surface normals at these points.
On the other hand, octrees have been used to ef-
ficiently generate meshes and to produce adaptive
meshes1 (e.g. [WG92], [MS93], [SFYC96], [SMW97],
and [OR97]).
Dual Contouring (DC) [JLSW02] generates meshes
from octrees while preserving surface features, but the
output of the algorithm is non-manifold. A manifold
mesh is a mesh in which each vertex has a neighbor-
hood homeomorphic to a disk (e.g. [Wei99]). There are
cases when manifold meshes are more desirable than
non-manifold. This is because many mesh algorithms
work only on manifold meshes, and many others re-
quire more complex procedures to handle non-manifold
cases. Extended Marching Cubes (EMC) [KBSS01]
1Adaptive meshes are meshes with more polygons where nec-
essary, and less polygons elsewhere to achieve lower total polygon
count and higher accuracy at the same time.
generates a manifold mesh while preserving surface fea-
tures. The output of EMC does not have adaptive
resolution.
Our contribution is combining the advantages of the
previous work in one algorithm: namely, producing a




We first describe the input data structure and then
describe how our method differs from Marching Cubes
(MC) [LC87] and DC.
An octree (e.g. [Sam90]) is a set of cubic cells. Each
cell can be either a terminal cell or a non-terminal cell.
A non-terminal cell has eight child cells which equally
divide the cell into cubes. The set of terminal cells of an
octree fills the cubic domain space. By proper scaling,
we assume the desired surface is enclosed within this
domain cubic space.
Collecting vertices, edges, and faces of the octree
cells, we obtain a domain mesh. Note that there is
redundancy in those domain mesh components. For
example, a vertex of a cell coincides with vertices of
Figure 1: Consider mesh components of octree cells
(top). Removing redundant components while choos-
ing the smallest ones yield the mesh on the bottom.
Since edges A / B, and A / C overlap, only B and C
remain in the domain mesh.
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Domain mesh MC DC Our method
v (φ) (sign of φ) (sign of φ)
e v × 1 f × 1 f × 1
f e× n e× n e× n
c f × n v × 1 v × n
Table 1: Comparison of mesh generation methods. v,
e, f , and c denote a vertex, edge, face, and cell, re-
spectively. a× 1 means only one mesh component a is
porduced, and a × n means n ≥ 1 mesh components
a are produced for one domain mesh component. φ
denotes a acalar value associated to a domain mesh
vertex, but it is not a part of the output surface mesh.
many other cells. We consider the domain mesh to have
only unique components. Furthermore, when different
levels of edges and faces overlap, only the smallest ones
are included (Figure 1). This also means an octree cell
may be adjacent to more than eight vertices, twelve
edges, and six faces.
In an octree domain mesh, there are edges, faces,
and cells of different sizes. Those can be distinguished
by the subdivision depth level of the cell they are asso-
ciated to. For example, since the domain cubic cell is
considered to be at level 0, its edges and faces are also
level 0. Child cells of level 0 cell are level 1 cells. Their
edges and faces are level 1 edges and faces.
A vertex of an octree cell is associated to a scalar
value. This value may be a signed distance to the de-
sired surface from that vertex. For our work, the mag-
nitude of the scalar value is not important. Only the
sign of the value is significant.
Many mesh generation methods, including MC,
DC, and our method produce mesh components (i.e.
vertex, edge, or face) matching components of the do-
main mesh (octree or uniform grid in MC) compo-
nents. Table 1 summarizes what components MC,
DC, and our method produce for each component of
a domain mesh. For example, MC produces one mesh
vertex for each grid edge which exhibits a sign change.
This is shown in the second row (“e” row) “MC” col-
umn of the table.
DC type methods have characteristics of preserving
features, therefore, we followDC and generate vertices,
edges, and faces of the mesh, matching cells, faces, and
edges of an octree. In order to generate a manifold
mesh, however, we generate one or more vertices for
each cell which exhibits a sign change (“c” row “Our
Method” column of the table). Here we give an intu-
ition of why this is necessary. MC generates a manifold
mesh. If DC would generate a dual mesh2 ofMC out-
2A dual mesh is a mesh obtained by changing vertices to
faces and faces to vertices. A dual of a manifold mesh is also a
manifold mesh.
Figure 2: If the surface samples are given consistently
with the signs, there are always even number of samples
around an octree face. The figure shows a possible
assignment of the signs for a given set of samples. If
we decide to match mesh face A to B, and match C to
D, then we have mesh edges I and II. Since there were
four mesh faces, we get 4/2 = 2 mesh edges.
put, it would be manifold. This is how EMC generates
a manifold mesh. As seen clearly in Table 1, we need
to generate one or more vertices for a cell in order to
make a dual of MC mesh.
This description, however, omits some details of how
exactly we generate meshes. Our output mesh also
is not an exact dual of the MC mesh. In the next
subsection, we detail how our algorithm generates a
mesh from an octree.
2.2 Generating a mesh from an octree
In order to produce a mesh, we first identify mesh faces
on octree edges. On octree faces, we find intersections
of those mesh faces to determine mesh edges. Collect-
ing those mesh edges around an octree cell, we produce
mesh vertices. This procedure is performed on each
level of an octree in a bottom up manner.
There will always be exactly one face for each octree
edge which exhibits a sign change. This is because an
edge is always adjacent to two vertices, each of which
has a sign. If the desired surface requires more than
one face on an edge, this edge has to be subdivided,
i.e. one of the adjacent cells needs to be subdivided.
An octree face might be adjacent to more than four
edges. However, if the surface samples are consistent
with the sign changes, there should always be an even
number of samples on the edges surrounding a face.
When a pair of them intersect, there is a mesh edge.
For an octree face with f mesh faces, we need f/2 mesh
edges (Figure 2).
An octree cell might be surrounded by more than
six faces. If we know how mesh faces are connected on
each of those faces, we know how cycles of mesh faces
are connected. There may be more than one cycle of
mesh faces around an octree cell. For each cycle of
mesh faces, we generate a mesh vertex (Figure 3).
If we find all the mesh face cycles on terminal octree
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cells and keep track of correspondences of those cycles
and mesh vertices, we can connect mesh edges to mesh
vertices. Since all the mesh vertices are connected to
one cycle of mesh facesand all mesh edges are shared
by two mesh faces, the resulting surface is manifold.
Now, our only concern is in what order we iden-
tify those mesh components. For example, to identify
mesh vertices in a cell, all the mesh edges on the oc-
tree faces around this cell should have been identified.
By traversing the tree in a bottom up manner, we can
guarantee this precondition. To show why, we first set
a hypothesis.
Induction hypothesis: When we are working on
an octree level l, we have identified all the mesh edges
associated to octree faces of level > l.
We first assign unique ID’s to octree edges, faces
and cells. The octree edge ID’s are used to identify
the mesh faces, too. Assume the octree has a maxi-
mum level of m. We now consider an arbitrary level
la (0 ≤ la ≤ m) of the octree. All the mesh edges
of level > la are already identified (induction hypoth-
esis). We first go through all the level m faces. By
using the procedure described in the next subsection,
we pair up mesh faces surrounding those octree faces.
A pair of mesh faces corresponds to a mesh edge. This
finds all the mesh edges of level ≥ la. Next, we look
at the octree cells of level la. An octree cell of level
la is surrounded only by faces of level ≥ la, which are
all already identified. We collect those mesh edges sur-
rounding the cell. Each mesh edge is associated to two
mesh faces. Ordering mesh faces with mesh edges as
connections (using the mesh face ID’s) produces cy-
cles of mesh faces. Each cycle corresponds to a mesh
vertex. Vertex coordinates are computed by solving
Quadric Error Metrics (QEM) ([GH97] and [Lin00]).
It finds the 3D coordinate of the vertex which mini-
mizes the sum of squared distances to the mesh faces
planes. The same procedure is used in [JLSW02].
QEM is solved using Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) (e.g. [PFTV88]). We set small singular values
to zero. Singular values are considered too small when
Figure 3: A sequence of connected mesh faces create a
cycle. For each cycle, we make one mesh vertex (the
red dots). This is the vertex the mesh faces and the
mesh edges participating in the cycle are adjacent to.
Algorithm 1 Mesh construction procedure. Ff is the
number of mesh faces around F . CF is the number of
octree faces around C. A → H(k) denotes the opera-
tion of storing A into the hashtable with key k. The
lines starting with ⇒ are continuations of the previous
line.
for level l = m down to 0 do
for each octree face F of level l do
identify mesh faces fi (0 ≤ i < Ff ) around F
pair up mesh faces as
⇒ P = {{fi, fj}, {fk, fl}, ...}
P → H(F )
for each octree cell C of level m do
identify ctree faces Fi (0 ≤ i < CF ) around C
make cycles of octree faces as
⇒ V = {{fi, fj , ...}, {fk, fm, ...}, ...}
for each cycle c ∈ V do
generate a mesh vertex v (coordinate)
for each member mesh face f ∈ c do
keep v as one of the vertices of f
keep f if it is new
merge octree faces of level l and
⇒ re-hash as level l − 1 faces
output all the generated mesh vertices
output all the generated mesh triangles
it is smaller than γ times the largest singular value.
γ = 0.01 worked fine for all our experiments.
After this, the induction hypothesis holds for level
la − 1. Since the induction hypothesis is trivially true
for level m, the bottom up traversal was shown to find
mesh components properly.
We keep intermediate information in a hashtable For
each octree face with a sign change, we get a list of mesh
edges (i.e. mesh face pairs). This list is stored in the
hashtable with the octree face ID as a key. We look up
a list of mesh edges using an octree face ID and find
all the mesh edges surrounding an octree cell.
After identifying all the mesh vertices of level l, we
merge all those mesh edge lists of level l and re-hash
them as a mesh edge list of level l − 1. For example,
if octree face F l−1 is a parent octree face of F l0, F
l
1,
F l2, and F
l





F l2, and F
l
3 into one and re-hash this list with F
l−1 as
a key. This simplifies finding mesh edges around an
octree cell; we only need to look up the hashtable six
times for each octree cell.
The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
2.3 Paring mesh faces
If there are four or more mesh faces on an octree face,
we have to determine the paring of those mesh faces.
We developed heuristics to accomplish this, which try
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to avoid self intersections of the resulting mesh.
We first consider a graph problem. As shown in Fig-
ure 4, we have even number of nodes on the perimeter
of a square. We have to connect those nodes without
crossing the lines. Since there are an even number of
nodes, there is always a valid paring. For any pair-
ing of the nodes, there has to be at least one pair of
nodes next to each other on the perimeter. We call this
configuration an adjacent pair as shown in the figure.
Removing this pair still yields a valid pairing.
These observations give us a procedure to produce a
valid pairing. Given a set of nodes, we pick a adjacent
pair, make them a pair and remove them from the set.
Repeating this will yield a pairing of all the nodes. A
pairing made using this procedure is always valid and
any valid pairing can be produced using this method.
To select an adjacent pair, we use the geometrical
information. The input point and its associated nor-
mal corresponding to a mesh face define a plane. The
intersection of this plane with the octree face is a line.
When the lines of adjacent nodes intersect inside the
square, it can be a mesh face pair which defines a mesh
edge (Figure 5).
In order to avoid self intersections, we first find all
the intersections of the adjacent nodes. For each node,
we find with which adjacent node its line intersects
first. If this relationship is mutual, they are picked as
a pair (Figure 6).
When there is no mutual preference, it is ambiguous.
When this happens, we use offsetting heuristics to de-
termine a better separation of the surfaces; connect
the faces so that the resulting surfaces are maximally
separated from each other.
Figure 7 shows an example of such a case. In this
case, the region in the middle can be either inside or
outside of the surface. In either case, there is no self
intersection. We compare the distance between the sur-
Figure 4: Since there are even number of nodes, there is
always a valid pairing. The cyan lines show an example
of a valid pairing, and the dotted lines show an example
of an invalid pairing. The invalid pairing does not only
causes self intersection, but also makes inside / outside
of the mesh inconsistent with the input data. In a valid
paring, there is always an adjacent pair.
Figure 5: Both A and B are valid pairing, but A causes
self intersection while B does not. The red dots are the
mesh edges.
Figure 6: For each node, we use the sample coordinate
and normal to find which adjacent node it intersects
with first. The arrows indicate the adjacent neighbor
each node intersects with first. In this case, only node
C and D have the mutual preference and chosen as a
pair.
faces and choose the pairing which maximizes this dis-
tance.
2.4 Building an octree from a mesh
We believe the input data structure (octree plus surface
samples / normals) can be constructed from a number
of different sources, e.g. volume data, mathematical
function, and another mesh. Here we show the pro-
cedure with mesh input. EMC has shown a similar
procedure.
We split the polygons (faces) of the input mesh into
octree cells. If a polygon face spans multiple cells, it
is split into multiple polygons each of which fits in one
octree cell. An octree cell is then associated to a set
of polygon faces. For a non-terminal cell, the set of
polygon faces associated to is the union of the polygon
faces associated to its child cells. The set of polygon
faces associated to all the terminal cells is equivalent
to the original input mesh.
This polygon classification is performed at the same
time with octree generation. It is a recursive depth
first construction of the tree. Starting with the level 0
cell, at each cell we check if the cell needs to be split,
and if so, split the cell and recurse into the child cells.
We decide whether or not to split a cell using some
criterion; if a cell does not hold any polygon, this cell
does not need to be split, if we reach a predefined max-
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Figure 7: The areas painted beige and yellow are deter-
mined to be inside or outside of the surface, e.g. beige
areas are inside and yellow areas are outside. However,
the green area can be either inside or outside and still
does not introduce a self intersection. In this case, we
choose the pairing which maximizes the distance be-
tween the surfaces. In other words, we compare the
distance A and B. If A is larger, the green area con-
nects the yellow areas, and if B is larger, the green area
connects the beige areas. The cases with more nodes
are resolved analogously.
imum subdivision level, we do not subdivide further,
and in all other cases, we use the associated polygons
to decide whether or not to split. The cell is split if
the expected error is larger than some threshold α. An




where ai, ni, and pi are the area, normal, and a point
on the ith polygon associated to the cell. x is the coor-
dinate of the vertex which minimizes E. The equation
can be represented as QEM and solved with SVD.
Note, however, that the resulting output mesh is not
guaranteed to have the same topology as the original
mesh. When there are more than one cycle of mesh
faces around a cell, we always generate the same num-
ber of mesh vertices (Figure 3), where the desired sur-
face might have those faces connected as a tunnel. We
believe this happens very rarely since if there is a tun-
nel, the cell has large expected error and should be split
further.
3 Experiments
We used three input meshes, normalized to fit in a
cube of unit length in each dimension, and used dif-
ferent maximum subdivision levels to generate a series
of output meshes. The threshold for subdivision α is
1.0 ∗ 10−10 for all the experiments. The output meshes
are compared to input meshes using the method and
program of [PCS98]. The Hausdorff distances mea-
sured by this program quantify how different two sets
of surfaces are, which shows the faithfulness of the re-
construction.
Figure 8: The cone (top) and sphere model (bottom).
Left images are the originals, and the right images are
reconstructions with maximum octree level 4.
The first input mesh is a cone shown in Figure 8 top
left. The right image shows the output of the algo-
rithm. The figures show that the algorithm was able
to reproduce sharp features (the crease around the bot-
tom circle and the apex). Table 2 shows number of
vertices of the output meshes as well as Hausdorff dis-
tance of those meshes to the original. Note the output
mesh is still converging to the original after exceeding
the original’s mesh complexity. We believe it is diffi-
cult for most surface reconstruction methods to obtain
as good mesh as a hand-crafted original. The bottom
two images of Figure 8 show the original and the result
of sphere mesh reconstruction.
Finally, we use the Stanford bunny as input. This
mesh not only is the largest in our test meshes, but
also is non-manifold. Figure 9 shows the rendering of
the input and our output.
4 Summary
We suggested an algorithm to generate a manifold
mesh from an octree. This algorithm has the advan-
tage of preserving features. By adjusting the octree
subdivision, the output mesh can have more detail in
some regions and less detail elsewhere to save the total
polygon complexity. This saves computation for later
processes, including rendering and network transfer.
Components of the resulting mesh are associated to
components of domain (octree) mesh. By traversing
the octree bottom up and going through the octree
components, we identified mesh components and their
connectivities. Ambiguities are resolved with heuris-
tics, which try to avoid self intersection of the resulting
surface. The input octrees (with surface samples and
normals) are generated from an existing mesh and the
results were compared to the orignal.
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Figure 9: The original Stanford bunny model (left) and the output our algorithm at maximum octree level 7
(right).
Cone (n = 22) Sphere (n = 382) Bunny (n = 35947)
L v d v d v d
1 8 0.068172 8 0.099943 8 0.099999
2 32 0.032648 56 0.017715 30 0.099997
3 176 0.014581 232 0.010288 164 0.099993
4 752 0.006219 958 0.002350 742 0.033924
Table legend
n: number of vertices in the orig-
inal mesh
L: maximum octree level
v: number of output vertices
d: Hausdorff distance
Table 2: Mesh reconstruction results.
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